Vanderhoof Ranching Family Gives Back
The Corbiere’s are a beautiful growing family and like so
many households that means being busy, kids in hockey and
skating, as well as numerous events and activities as a part of ranch
life. It’s inspiring to see that even though the Corbiere’s are busy,
they are not too busy to raise funds for healthcare in the North.
They have chosen to give back and achieved that goal in a unique
and big way!
As with many, that philanthropic drive comes from a place of
experience, and this is certainly true for Decody and Aubree. Of
their six children, the two youngest, Kyara and Cynthia, were the
smallest patients at the NICU at UHNBC five years ago. Twins born
two months premature, and weighing only just over a 1lb each!
They had a pretty worrisome start but were so grateful for the care
they could receive as close to home as possible.
Decody decided that holding a horse auction and donating
the proceeds from the sale of a horse to the NICU at UHNBC would
be perfect! It’s exactly what he did with their 8 year old saddle
horse ’Toto’. The lively auction sold Toto to Bar-K Ranch who we
want to thank as well, as they are also friends of Spirit of the North
Healthcare Foundation. Then to top it off, BC Livestock chose to
waive their standard fees and commissions in order to make the
most of the Corbiere’s original intention! It’s wonderful when one
good deed turns another.

“We weren’t just a number
here, they knew who we were,
and cared… we actually made
many friends while here”
Decody Corbiere

The Corbiere Family is a true inspiration. Their giving
hearts and ability to show appreciation even during what
would have been a very difficult time for them as a family
is beyond kind.
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It is the mission of the Spirit of the North Healthcare
Foundation to bring the best of care closer to home in the
North—right here where we live work and play. Engaging
donors such as the Corbiere Family is very special and we
are so grateful for their immense kindness.

